Communal land is among the key factors in the enhancement of rural livelihood because it enables mixed farming practices. Although communal lands are prime sources of livelihood in rural farming communities, empirical evidence shows gaps in their legal recognition and protection in Ethiopia. There are encroachments which include government intrusion, informal land sale, distribution, and handing out land (selling communal land in informal markets) as Kebele's contribution for development projects. These factors entrench poverty by sidelining the rural poor at the grassroots whose life is anchored on these lands. These problems also entail violation of human rights of the rural population. This article interrogates the misconception which tends to consider communal lands (customary land tenure) as res nullius (ownerless property) while such lands are in fact res communis (community property). The article uses the Hadiya Zone as a case study. It is argued that there is the need for the effective implementation and amendment of land laws which require political will to ensure tenure security of communal lands thereby securing and diversifying the livelihoods of poor smallholder rural farmers and ensuring human rights.
Introduction
In Ethiopia, communal land rights and attendant matters are largely discussed in terms of pastoral society or semi-pastoral society. However there are communal lands among the smallholder farmers as well. Hadiya Zone (in SNNPRS) is taken for the purpose of case study so that it can give insight to the problems discussed in this article. There are gaps in the legal regime in the protection of communal land rights thereby undermining livelihood diversification. Little attention is given to protect communal lands among smallholder farmers, and the steady erosion of customary rules and institutions call for serious reform.
Land is among the most important assets for the rural population. 1 It is vital source of livelihood and can be part of cultural and social identities. 2 Especially, it is the sole source of livelihood for the overwhelming majority of the rural poor and is the most crucial medium to alleviate rural poverty. 3 According to World Bank and IFAD (International Fund for Agricultural Development) report, out of the total population of third world countries, 75% are rural dwellers. 4 In Ethiopia, more than 83% of the total population are rural dwellers.
5
Land in Ethiopia, for rural residents, is more than source of livelihood. 6 Landlessness can put one"s life into jeopardy and erode social identity (personhoods).
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The main concern on land rights in Ethiopia relates to tenure insecurity and productivity-related problems. As a result, the majority of Ethiopia"s rural poor live below the poverty line. 8 This is due to the enduring legacy of land policy which presupposes natural resource control to maintain political power. 9 Some of the manifestations of poor land policies of all successive regimes are landlordism, acute exploitation, land fragmentation, resource degradation and abject poverty. 10 According to Sen, Pogge and others, persistence of severe poverty amounts to violation of the fundamental human rights. 11 Currently, land and natural resources in Ethiopia are under public ownership. The state and nations, nationalities and peoples are collective owners of land and natural resources. 12 Furthermore, land laws both at federal and regional levels recognize three types of land holdings; these are private, communal and state holdings. 13 However, customary land tenures (communal land) are severely undermined especially in the farming community because the law states that communal land can be subject to distribution as private landholding where the need arises.
Notwithstanding three regime changes (absolute monarchy, the Derg, and the present regime), and in spite of various land-based measures, agricultural productivity has fundamentally remained stagnant.
14 Moreover, given the current population which is over 100 million, demand for land is too high while land is too scarce and private holdings have become fragmented. The vast majority of rural communities depend on subsistence farming, and tenure security is a precondition for reaping the benefits of land rights. 15 Key to the effectiveness of subsistence farming is the availability of communal lands which 8 Dessalegn, infra note, 14 9 are crucial for livelihood diversification in rural Ethiopia. 16 Communal land is a complementary or sole means of livelihood for the rural poor via mixed farming/ agriculture, i.e., a mix of crop with livestock farming. 17 Its advantage is more pronounced for women and the youth who are landless.
The preambles of Ethiopia"s rural land laws at federal and regional state levels state the need to realize land tenure security. However, communal lands, pastoral lands and state holdings have not been identified and kept in land registry and records towards ensuring tenure security albeit recent effort towards registering communal land in the lowlands. Only private small scale holdings are registered on a massive scale at first and second registration and certification programs. 18 This article examines the communal land insecurity and its adverse impact in rural livelihood in Hadiya Zone, SNNPRS, so that it can give insights to the problems in Ethiopia at large.
In practice, communal lands are usually considered as "res-nullius'; i.e., "ownerless lands" and this renders them susceptible to different encroachments. As revealed in this study, the act of the government and private illegal intrusions are the two major problems that are adversely affecting communal lands.
This article examines the problems affecting communal lands and it addresses the relevant questions in this regard: (i) What is the role of communal lands in securing livelihoods of the rural poor? (ii) What constitutes communal lands in the study area? (iii) What were and/are the causes of tenure insecurity of community lands? (iii) How do land law regimes treat rural communal lands? (iv) Can the government retake communal lands to the detriment of rural poor and what are the gaps? (v) What are the effects of loss of communal lands, and their interface with poverty and fundamental human rights? Empirical data have been collected from the study area through interviews and Focus Group Discussion. Court cases are also used to examine communal land encroachments.
The Nexus between Land Tenure and Poverty
Land tenure is the relationship among people, as individuals or groups, with respect to land. 19 According to Rose M. Musyoka & Herbert Musoga, "land tenure refers to the mode by which land is held or owned by an individual, 16 Muradu, infra note 70. 17 In pre-1975 Ethiopia, rist tenure system conferred rights in land based on descent from the founder father of the land; while the gult tenure system applied to lands given by the state (in lieu of salary) for those who rendered military services or any other service to the government. Moreover, land can also be owned by individuals, churches, the state and communities. 21 Before 1975, land ownership was mostly in the hands of absentee landlords, and tenants were subject to arbitrary eviction. 22 As Muradu notes:
The pre-1975 State land tenure systems were characterized by exploitative rural tenancy, tenure insecurity and evictions of peasants and pastoralists as a result of initiation of commercial agriculture by the state and private investors especially in late 1960s and early 1970s.
23
During the 1960"s and 1970"s, managing rural communal land and natural resources such as forests, wildlife and so on, were not designed with the view to securing the livelihoods of the rural poor 24 even though hunger, starvation and famine were commonplace especially among the rural poor.
25
In the next phase of land tenure, after the fall of absolute monarchy in 1974, the Derg government transferred ownership of all rural land to the state and distributed the same on the basis of use rights to cultivators. 26 Furthermore, transfer of land rights was highly restricted, because transfers through sale, lease, exchange, or mortgage were prohibited and inheritance was severely 20 restricted. 27 Tenure security was further weakened and land was subject to recurrent redistribution.
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Derg's villagization and collectivization program exacerbated the rural poverty by detaching them from their habitual homesteads and fertile land.
29
Farmlands were usually far apart from villages and were quite inconvenient to manage. 30 The regime created acute tenure insecurity for rural farming communities and this had unique features of sustaining rural poverty.
31 Schemes such as "food for work" launched at the eve of Derg"s downfall with the support of foreign donors and intergovernmental organizations, were not fruitful.
32
There was frequent redistribution of the private holdings and steady encroachments on communal land.
After EPRDF 33 came to power in 1991, it has sustained the land policy it inherited from its predecessor. There has only been little substantive change with regard to the land rights of rural smallholder farmers, and it is still inadequate to meet the interest of the rural poor in the alleviation of rural poverty. The Constitution confirms the inalienability of landholdings and collective ownership of land by the people and the state. 34 Thus, discourse on the need for property rights in land is still underway. There is an argument that the land law regime is motivated by political power consolidation, and it has sustained massive poverty due to tenure insecurity. 35 From the Derg period onward including the current legal regime, Ethiopia"s land laws are built on "egalitarian principle" and "equity thesis" at the cost of 27 efficiency. 36 Even though tenure security is a precondition for reaping benefits that accrue from communal lands, the problem in this regard has not yet been rectified. 37 Rural poverty alleviation strategies in Ethiopia lacked active public participation and pursued "top-down approaches" thereby ending up in exacerbating poverty. 38 Yet, communal lands including pastoral lands constitute more than 61% of the total land size of the country. 39 It is also governed by customary norms of a given local people. 40 These lands are considered as "ownerless' by the law (de jure) or are simply subsumed under the generic domain of "state lands".
This goes against the responsibility of the government to revisit the legal regime with a view to reforming it, including community empowerment by acknowledging the unique features and benefits of community lands to rural livelihoods. This calls for extensive survey and registration of the size and nature of such lands in view of their positive contribution to rural livelihoods if they are legally recognized and protected.
The Rural Poor in Ethiopia and the poverty-line threshold
More than 75% of the people in poor countries are rural dwellers. 41 These people live below [UNO] poverty line.
42 Sub-Saharan Africa hosts more than half of the world"s poor. 43 World Bank study (2016) shows that the international extreme poverty line standard is the threshold below income-US$1.90 per a day. 44 The global poor are predominantly rural young, poorly educated, mostly employed [under-employed] population size of Ethiopia is over 100 million. 46 More than 83% of Ethiopia"s population are rural dwellers. Over 12 million people persistently or at least periodically cannot secure livelihoods. 47 Agricultural production is extremely vulnerable due to climate variability such as persistent lack of rainfall. One may also wonder that in the advent of "El Nino' and "La Nina Catastrophes" 48 (2015/2016 to mid-2017), the rural poor failed to secure livelihoods. 49 At the time, official declaration by the government indicated that more than 8 million people were in need of food aid. Thus, the rural poor in Ethiopia are small-scale farmers, poorly educated, and live in larger households with more children, landless youth and persons who are (on average) cultivating less than 0.5 hectares of land. 50 Acute land fragmentation and shortage of cultivable land are among the major challenges to secure livelihoods. 51 However, without the political will to change Ethiopia"s land policy, poverty eradication strategies and programs are futile.
Land is a sole means of livelihoods for more than 83% of the rural poor in Ethiopia; however, it is misgoverned. 52 Land has not been efficiently utilized and it has no market value under Ethiopian law while lease auctions by municipalities prove otherwise. The poor and the poorest of the poor constitute about 37% percent and they live near or below the poverty line with daily per capita income of approximately less than 40 Ethiopian Birr. 53 Ethiopia should thus face these facts head on and revisit its land policy to secure the livelihoods of the rural poor and secure tenure, including communal land tenures.
Arguments for and against communal land rights
The nature of a thing is defined (by the black"s law dictionary) as a fundamental quality that distinguishes something from other. It is an essence of something. According to Wily, community lands are all lands that fall under the customary governance of the community whether or not this is recognized in national law.
55 Rural communal lands are lands which rural communities possess and use collectively in accordance with community-derived norms and are areas maintained as the communal property of all community members. 56 It is rescommunis. Lands for grazing and wildlife, forests and woodlands, mountaintops, sacred localities, lakes and streams within the community lands are usually retained purposely as collective property in which all members have use rights.
57 A right to use this commons exists within a community where each member has a right to use the holdings of the community. 58 A member of a community may have rights such as grazing cattle on a communal pasture and fishing activities. 59 Although communal lands are essential to the community as a source of livelihood, there are different views regarding the nature of communal lands. According to Hardin, commons are available for many to use, however, it grants only privileges for the users and imposes neither right nor duty. 60 Moreover, in light of economic assumption, they have no proprietary rights. 61 Nevertheless, he does not deny that communal lands (commons) are means of livelihoods. But, he urged for better property rights in land, and he advocated for the abolition of communal land tenures and supported private property because there can be the risk of free riding and overexploitation of such resources as 54 Ibid. every member strives to maximize his/her own economic benefits from the common resource. This line of argument was further confirmed by De Soto (and evolutionary land rights mainstream economists) who preferred property rights in land rather than upholding communal land tenure.
On the other side, Broomy and Cerina argued that communal land is characterized by lands as intra and trans-generational asset. It was and is managed at different levels of social organization and may be used for hunting, grazing, fishing, transit, recreation and biodiversity conservation and so on. 62 There are also clear rights and duties in respect of the use of these resources. 63 Broomy and Cerina noted that communal lands are not open access systems or species of state or socialist property. 64 According to Salman and Munir, communal lands are source of livelihoods for many poor households. 65 Oketh Ogendo, has objections, to Hardin"s view and criticizes the denial of the proprietary nature of the rights of communities and their members in African commons during the colonial period and he also criticizes the absence of compensation during the expropriation of communal lands. 66 Ostrom"s new common pool resource theory, justifies protecting finite resources (common pool resources) such as, grazing lands, forests and irrigation waters by the concerned local people from ruin or depletion by underlining its significance for their needs and future generations. 67 According to Ostrom, private property is not the only possible way to promote safe protection of the land and attached resources. 68 Yet, there are overriding interests or individual interests 69 on communal lands which may include unwarranted encroachments.
As Muradu notes, communal lands are complementary or sole means of livelihood for the rural poor:
In some occasions, because of the [small size], the low quality of the private farmholdings and rainfall variability, the benefits which the rural poor obtain from commons might by far exceed those obtained from private land possessions.
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Tanzania recognizes up to 61 million hectares of the total land as communal property owned and used by some 10,400 discrete village communities.
71 Some States like Madagascar, Ethiopia and Nigeria attempt to protect rural commons for the benefit of the community with ineffective system. 72 In the case of Madagascar, rural commons -especially, forested lands and grasslands-are important for the 10 million cattle herders, and yet have been retained as de facto unused or state property. 73 In Nigeria and Ethiopia, communal lands are subject to change to private holdings or commercial purposes.
Crop farming is not yet the sole source of the livelihoods. The majority of the rural poor"s livelihood depends on herding livestock. 74 Besides, these lands are sole means of livelihood for the landless rural poor. This is further, confirmed by Wily:
Known higher dependence on commons by families without farmlands of their own or farms which are too small to provide full subsistence, it is predicted that land losses will proportionately affect very poor people the most. Thus, secure communal land tenure or access to land is vital to address rural poverty. 76 It also serves as social guarantee or insurance to secure livelihoods of the rural poor. 
The Role of Access to Land in Livelihood and Human Rights
Livelihood refers to the means of securing the necessities of life such as food, water, shelter and clothing. 78 These basic necessities such as food, potable water, health facilities, educational opportunities, housing, etc., are the main facets to assure adequate living standards. 79 According to FAO, the household"s livelihood security is strongly related to living with dignity. 80 Furthermore, the issue relates to sustainable livelihood opportunities for the next generation." 81 Land provides nearly all the food used in the world and will continue feeding life on earth. 82 Access to land is effective in helping rural households to generate higher income and feed their family 83 and it is important for socio-economic development and poverty reduction. It also serves as a gateway for many civil and political rights. 84 Poverty negatively impacts more on vulnerable people within a community. 85 The continuation of extreme poverty in developing countries amounts to violation of human rights. 86 Furthermore, its severe forms amount to a violation almost all socio-economic rights, and negatively affect civil and political rights through marginalization and discrimination. 87 Accordingly, the right to livelihoods is backed by both national and international human rights declarations, Conventions and Instruments. The Universal Declaration of the Human Rights (UDHR) stipulates that "everyone has the right to adequate living standards", and that means, both social and economic means shall be facilitated without discrimination. 88 Similar legal provisions are embodied in the International Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) which protects the right to adequate standard of living. Those numerous economic, social and cultural rights enshrined in the UDHR and ICESCR are intimately connected to access to land, including the rights to housing, food, health and work. 89 In Ethiopia both UDHR and ICESCR and other human rights instruments are adopted and ratified and are thus considered as an integral part of Ethiopia"s law in accordance with articles 13(1) and 9(4) of the FDRE Constitution. Ethiopia is thus duty bound to ensure adequate living standards to its citizens. It is to be noted that Article 43(1) of the Constitution expressly states the right to improved living standards and to sustainable development. To this end, Article 89(1) obliges the government to formulate policies to ensure that all Ethiopians benefit from the country"s resources. The realization of these rights, inter alia, envisages protection against eviction 90 including non-eviction from community lands. The state may not be justified not to fulfill this objective and rather it obliges the government to work hard to address the problems that relate to livelihoods in light of the nature of human rights which are interrelated, interdependent and indivisible. 86 
The Legal Regime on Communal Land Rights in Ethiopia

The FDRE Constitution
Land laws and policies of various countries address land tenure issues including the protection of communal land rights of the local people. For instance, Ghana, Tanzania and Botswana, South Sudan, etc., formally recognize community land in spite of differences in the degree of effectiveness. 91 Ghana"s constitution has recognized 80% of the communal land tenure system. 92 Article 40(3) of the FDRE Constitution provides that land "is the common property of Nations, Nationalities and Peoples of Ethiopia". Under Article 51(5) of the FDRE Constitution, the federal government is entitled to enact laws on the utilization and conservation of land and natural resources. On the other hand, the power to administer land and natural resources is the responsibility of the regional states as per article 52(2)(d) of the same Constitution. However, the issue of communal land is not well articulated, even though it is mentioned in various provisions in a manner that does not coherently articulate communal rights and their implementation.
Federal rural land law on res communis
Communal lands under FDRE rural land legislation refers as rural land, which is allocated by government to local residents for common grazing, forestry and other social services. 93 Thus, customary rights are undermined and the state has an overarching role. Communal lands are subject to change to private holdings or be allocated for other commercial or non-commercial purposes as found appropriate. 94 Thus, the status of communal land is insecure even compared to private holding which is largely registered and certified. In practice, there are no communal landholdings identified and registered in the land registry. The state does not give due attention to communal land and it often considers it as res nullius, thereby rendering it susceptible to distribution as private landholding at the discretion of the government.
There is a new move to reform the land law in Ethiopia. The 2007 revised draft federal rural land legislation, under Article 2(4) while defining the state holdings, confirmed that communal lands could exist irrespective of government allocation. Furthermore, under Article 2(11) of the draft proclamation, recognition is to be accorded to communal land rights as it exists 91 Wily, supra note 56. 92 in different forms. Upon approval, the draft legislation needs detailed subsidiary laws that recognize and protect communal lands.
Regional Rural Land Laws on Res Communis
There are two distinct features of communal lands according to Ethiopian land laws. It is a state grant as per the federal rural land law but community ownership is recognized ipso facto according to some laws of regional states. According to rural land laws of Oromia, SNNPRS, Ethiopian Somali, and Afar regional states, communal lands are recognized and homage is paid to the community norms. In these regional states, communal holdings constitute a land which is outside both state holdings and private holdings. 95 Hence, lands which are not designated under private or state holdings are communal holdings. Yet again, these lands are subject to distribution to land users and could easily be given to investors.
The rural land laws of the regional states duly recognize the use rights of communal lands. However, the practical problems relate to considering the government as owner of the communal lands, and the act of assigning communal land for any other purpose including their conversion to private holdings. This renders communal land insecure and undermines its socioeconomic contribution to the rural community. As highlighted above, communal lands indeed positively contribute towards enabling mixed farming and the retention of cultural heritages of different communities.
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Owing to the steadily increasing population pressure that is exacerbating land fragmentation and decline in productivity, many households have failed to secure their livelihood. It is thus essential for Ethiopia to ensure communal lands rights in both agricultural and pastoral communities (for the benefit of the rural poor) towards securing livelihood and diversification of economic activities. It is to be noted that communal lands are essential, especially for the landless who engages in modest scales of cattle rearing, with due caveats against encroachments by its individual members to use communal land for private cultivation. 
Challenges of Communal Land Registration and Certification
Land registration means "the process whereby information on the expression of rural land use rights and holding is gathered and analyzed". 97 To realize these tasks, various countries have land policies and laws. 98 In the 1950"s and 1960"s, land registration programs in Africa were designed to administer and recognize land rights and replace customary land rights by formal (state) laws. 99 At present, there are states that predominantly use laws in dealing with communal lands, while others have recognized community lands that are held under customary rules. 100 Irrespective of the routes chosen, many countries have secured communal land tenure in various forms.
Tenure security in communal land protects communities from arbitrary eviction, and it secures their use rights over communal lands. As Solomon states, tenure security "defined broadly, pertains to the assurance, confidence, or expectations" that landholders are ensured "to remain in physical possession of, and the rights to, and the fruits of their land holdings and investments by their labor excluding the state, private individuals and other entities, either in the course of use or transfer".
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Under insecure tenure, on the other hand, rights to land are threatened by competing claims, and can even be lost as a result of eviction.
102 Without security of tenure, households or families are considerably impaired in their ability to secure sufficient food and to enjoy sustainable livelihoods. 103 The introduction of titling (via certification for land rights) positively contributes toward tenure security if it goes beyond mere records of landholdings and parcel locations.
Formalization theorists contend that titling via certification could bring tenure security which is advocated by De Soto, Klausand others. 104 expropriation for public purpose. This is also embodied in other legislation.
112
Yet, what constitutes public purpose lacks clarity and again the situation is further complicated when the taking involves communal land.
The public interest test can, for example, be contested before the courts in countries like USA, UK and many other African countries. The underlying advantage of restricting wider construction of public purpose in Ethiopia is that it will ensure tenure security for individual holdings or communal holdings. Such restriction against wider construction enhances better development and discourages unwarranted intrusions by the government. It could also address the gaps that enhance conflicts in this regard.
Compensation in Ethiopia upon expropriation is nominal. Compensable rights in land only relate to improvements made on the land or buildings on the land. An evicted person can only contest the amount of compensation before the court; and cannot contest whether there is public interest. Land use rights (or land) per se are not considered as property in Ethiopia for the law confirms that it belongs to the state and the people. Tenure insecurity is graver in communal lands because such lands have no formally defined owner. This gap is mainly attributable to the legal regime (at federal and regional state levels) that are vague and confusing with regard to legal titling thereby confirming lack of defined/identified owner for the purpose of compensable interest.
As the experience of various countries such as Ghana, Tanzania and Botswana indicates, communal holdings are compensable. In Tanzania, even bare (undeveloped lands) are compensable. In Ghana, traditional authorities are entitled to exercise full ownership on the land on behalf of their communities; and hence compensation is due to the community in the event of expropriation.
113 At present, communal lands are statutorily held by groups.
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China recognizes the rights of a collective entity 115 with regard to rural agricultural land. The law treats the collective entity as the holder of the compensable interest in land.
Recent good practices in Ethiopia involve pastoral lands, and this can be scaled up to communal lands used by non-pastoral communities. Borena communal land (pastoral land) has been registered and certified in the name of Abaa Dheeda, and its effect and modalities of exercising this right remains to be seen. The same effort is underway in Afar region. The certification process in Borena was preceded by intensive discussion among communities and government authorities.
The experience of countries such as Tanzania, Botswana and Ghana confirm that local communities can be consulted and informed when communal lands are expropriated for public purpose. On the contrary, such public participation is either nominal or unavailable in Ethiopia. Thus, the amount of compensation is not commensurate with the cost of alterative livelihood because it is only the private property on the land (without including the value of land) that is considered in the valuation of compensable property. And, in the case communal land, even such nominal compensation is not available owing to lack of individual title.
Communal Lands and the Concerns of the Rural Poor:
Experience from Hadiya Zone, SNNPRS, Ethiopia
Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples Regional State (SNNPRS) is structured into 14 zones and four special Woredas. The region"s economy is based on subsistence farming and mixed agriculture. In some parts of the region (e.g. pastoral communities), people"s livelihoods are based on livestock herding. 116 The region is one of the most densely populated rural areas in Ethiopia and it is in the midst of ecological crisis. Farmland is too scarce and heavily overutilized. The Rainfed agriculture is vulnerable due to climate changes and degraded resources. Even when farming seasons are good, more than half of the youth in the region are either unemployed or underemployed, owing to the lack of farmland. 117 Most families in the region live on less than 0.50 US dollars per day. 
Res Communis: Hanging in the Balance
Communal lands in Hadiya are governed by community norms. No state law has come up with creating new and robust rights over communal lands. The available commons are only for common use unlike Wily"s definition of community land which includes individual farm lands. Hadiya people consider it as inherited from their forefathers. And, they believe that those communal lands are source of all livelihoods, especially for the rural poor. 133 Empirical evidence shows that perceived tenure security problems in Ethiopia relate to fear of land redistribution and expropriation. 134 In the context of communal lands, government encroachment (highlighted below in Sections 7.1 to 7.4) and private intrusions (Sections 7.5) constitute major challenges.
Res communis allocated for 'investment'
In Ethiopia, allocation of agricultural land to foreign or domestic investors is an agenda in development plans. 135 The promised benefits of investment promotion are, inter alia: economic development, technology transfer, job creation to locals thereby reducing joblessness, enhanced food security and export earnings. 136 Based on these promises of benefits, allocation of land for investment is a common practice in both urban and rural areas. The investment sectors in rural areas have mostly failed to meet their promises, and are on the contrary endangering small scale farming, mixed agriculture, forestry and livestock farming.
The land selection criterion for investment is usually arbitrary because the most favorite criterion is "ownerless land', which in Ethiopia is unduly equated with land with no defined claimant. 137 Communal land is by default eligible to be allocated for investment. This parameter is problematic because it easily subjects communal lands to investment without the need to consider issues of compensation. Communal lands located particularity at Halillicho, Gamojja, Ollawwa and Lee and Semen Wagabeta Kebeles were subject to such hostile takeover. Although, the measure amounted to eviction, no compensation issues were entertained owing to the absence of community landholding title and the subsequent difficulty to prove compensable interest. Ibid. According to the Focus Group Discussion 138 , communal lands are "common heritage" and are used by the community in common and jointly. As a result, everyone has the right to enjoy benefits from communal lands albeit lack of recognition from the state law. The local authorities have taken a position that undermines rights over communal lands and they consider traditional cattle rearing as imprudently huge and unproductive. They consider the legacy as obsolete, and they believe that it should be replaced by modern cattle rearing system. 139 It is, however, to be noted that, such projects should be inclusive which can be conducted without evicting members of the local communities.
There are no other alternatives that are availed to communities as communal lands are taken. A greater part of the lands allocated to investors remains undeveloped. For example, more than ten investment projects were cancelled due to failure to develop the land as per the investment agreement.
140 Thus, the hostile takeover does not facilitate Ethiopia"s rural poverty alleviation strategies and improve livelihoods of the rural poor.
A case that involves foreign direct investment (FDI) illustrates hostile takeovers of communal lands. In Giba Green Helmute Fruits and Vegetables Farming vs some members of Ollawa Kebele Community, (Gibe Woreda First Instance, Court File No. 03029/2005), communal lands were given for investment to produce fruits and vegetables. The local community protested against the investment project, and it was eventually violent. This has opened a Pandora box which can entail social crisis. The investment was destroyed by the community. Other similar incidents are quite common in SNNPRS as it is true in other parts of Ethiopia. The issue of tenure security including the recognition and protection of communal lands thus deserves due attention.
In terms of benefits that accrue from investments, there should have been agricultural technology transfer, job creation and positive contribution in the livelihood of the rural poor. On the contrary, what usually transpires is loss of communal and privately-held land and the eviction of smallholder farmers thereby worsening the livelihood of the rural poor. During interview with key informants, it was confirmed that an individual can annually earn an average of ETB 7,000 to 30,000 from the sale of cattle and dairy products by merely breeding cattle on communal lands. They confirmed that the income enhances rural livelihood.
at times involve corrupt practices. 147 This act also contravenes Article 40(3) of the FDRE Constitution which forbids the sale of land or other means of exchange. Based on the reading of this provision in conjunction with Article 1678(b) of the Civil Code, contract of sale with unlawful object is of no effect. The transaction is thus void from its very outset, and the land can be taken back.
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The impact of urbanization and rural small-scale enterprises on communal lands At different times, over 52 hectares of land have been allocated to farmers evicted from peri-urban areas due to urban expansion. Moreover, at Semen Wagebetta Kebele, over 70 hectares of the communal lands were taken to establish a new urban center. Both local residents and others had access to land in the new urban center. However, persons with disabilities, the youth and the rural poor were unable to pay lease price. Moreover, the new urban center does not fulfill the minimum threshold of urban structure, and no compensation was paid to the community whose land was taken.
One of the development and poverty alleviation strategies in rural Ethiopia (including SNNPRS) encourages the formation of rural small-scale enterprises or cooperatives that can be engaged in activities such as mixed agriculture, environmental rehabilitation and livestock farming. 148 The eligible persons to access and use the enterprises are the landless youth (aged 15-34), farmers who possesses less than 0.25 hectares of cultivable land and unemployed persons. 149 These small enterprises or associations are given communal lands. Such allocation of land has continued even though the objectives of these enterprises are hampered by different factors such as lack of adequate credit, facilities, knowledge and skills.
Conclusions
The conception of communal land varies under the federal and regional laws. Communal holdings are lands which are neither state nor private holding. These lands may be government creation/entitlements based on the federal rural land law, regional laws, or they may be considered as communal lands by the custom of a given community. In Ethiopia, the land regime has been exploitative during the periods of absolute monarchy, and it has been often used as instrument of control since 1975. Both federal and regional rural land laws uphold government ownership of land, and communal land is subject to different sorts of encroachments. Therefore, Ethiopian rural land laws do not sufficiently recognize communal holdings and these lands cannot be used for the ultimate benefit of residents in rural communities. This is contrary to the experience in various African countries such as Tanzania, Botswana and Ghana.
Most of the rural poor in Ethiopia are smallholder farmers, and landlessness of the youth is becoming a serious problem. The daily income of the dwellers in the study area is less than USD 0.50. Hence, there is a strong nexus between communal lands and livelihood security for the rural poor in Hadiya Zone. Tenure security of communal land enables the rural poor to practice agricultural diversification such as livestock rearing. Mixed farming is indeed a way of life and cattle rearing or keeping small ruminants is a source of livelihood for the landless or rural poor.
In spite of these benefits of communal lands, encroachments on community lands are common as a result of government intrusions and illegal private appropriations. Government intrusions include appropriation to development projects and land allocation for different purposes. In case of private illegal appropriation, corruption facilitates the intrusions. As a result, tenure insecurity of communal lands adversely affects the livelihoods of the rural poor thereby eroding social security the economic welfare of the rural poor.
Land laws that subsume communal lands into the state-owned domain should be reexamined, in addition to which the definition of public purpose should be clearly restricted in such a manner that it shall not be abused in the guise of allocating land to "investments" in economic activities. To this end, the local community should be given legal personality (as an entity) as in the case of other countries highlighted in the preceding sections. This facilitates the respect and fulfillment of the human rights of the rural poor in accordance with Ethiopia"s obligations under its domestic laws and the international conventions it has ratified.
Moreover any decision that affects communal lands should involve the full and free consent of the people in the community. Communal lands should not be regarded as res nullius, and any allocation of land for various purposes should be based on empirical studies and impact assessment including its impact on the rural poor"s livelihood. Such caution and prudence should apply to all forms of community land conversions including the relocation of community lands as a result of urban expansion. Decisions that relate to community lands should also consider and protect the spiritual and social aspect of communal lands. Actors in land transactions should be accountable. Void transactions like sale contracts of communal lands for development projects and other social affairs should be of no effect. Such measures towards nurturing and entrenching accountability can indeed start with the return of misappropriated communal lands to their legitimate holders. ■
